Marine Life Protection Act Initiative
Public Comments Submitted
through January 12, 2010

From: Bill Baker
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 1:53 PM
To: MLPAComments
Subject: Retain appropriate sport angling access

Sport angling has historically been a vitally important component of responsible marine
resource management. Sport anglers have been powerful and consistent advocates for
fishery enhancement strategies of all types and have consistently supported appropriate
seasonal, bag and size restrictions--even when those restrictions limited access to their
favorite sport.
But the proposed system of sanctuaries is in large part based not on sound science, but
instead is the result of intensive lobbying efforts by interests who have little real interest
in the future of our marine resources. It is imperative that sport fishing remain a
reasonable part of any plan that is adopted. Without the support of sport fishers, who are
among the most reliable supporters of conservation efforts, any plan is doomed to fail.
Please revise this proposal to include continued appropriate sport fishing access to our
national marine resources.
Respectfully submitted by Bill Baker, a kayak fisher from Mendocino County.

From: hunter c.
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2009 7:52 AM
To: MLPAComments
Subject: petition

random helping fisherman against mlpa
names i have so far
1.Hunter Cohen
2.john
3.Jose Chavez
4.Curtis
5.Karl Tyczynski
6. mat taylor
7. rustam koshal
8. ryan
9. brandon
10.Andy Taylor
11. Bryant smith
12. victor cohen
13.skyler cohen
14.jordan cohen
15.nick shalhoob

From: Bill Bernard
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2009 10:15 AM
To: MLPAComments
Cc: Jim Martin; ---Allen Jacobs; Diane Pleschner-Steele
Subject: LOP for abalone NC study area

Diane, please post.
At the NC SAT meeting yesterday in Eureka, the SAT moved to adopt the
LOP for the NC study region. Abalone was down graded this time from the
Moderate level of protection to moderated-low and reason for the reduction
stated and characterized was: abalone in the NC study area tend to be more
shallow in depth, occurring greater in concentrations less than the De Facto
Reserve for the NC study area and do not receive the benefit from the de
Facto reserve from human use. While it is some what true abalone, red
abalone in particular tend to become more shallow in depth in the northern
bio region as defined being north of the Mattole river, perhaps the moderate
low level of protection is correct. However, red abalone populations south of
Mattole river, the southern defined NC bio region, do tend to extend into
greater depths beyond the De Facto reserve in fairly good numbers.
Therefore, the adoption of the moderate low LOP for the red abalone fishery
is incorrect for the NC bio region. The correct and more appropriate LOP for
red abalone in particular for the southern region of the NC study area from
the Mottle to Point Arena should be adopted at the moderated level of
protection just as the level of protection for the red abalone fishery is for the
NCC study area.
B.Bernard, AAG

From: julielundback
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2009 11:07 AM
To: MLPAComments
Subject: Why Marine Parks
Maybe you should take your Marine Biology and scientific data you have to save the
ocean by creating more sustainable marine plant life to help marine animals.
The ocean floor is always changing and what grows and supports life in one area , will
not be as plentiful in five to ten years later. Fishermen should have the right to fish those
areas while they are bountiful.

Patrick Higgins
Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation and Conservation District Commissioner
4649 Aster Avenue
McKinleyville, CA 95519
W (707) 822-9428
H (707) 839-4987
December 20, 2009
Jason Vasques, Associate Marine Biologist
MLPA Science Advisory Team Staff Support
350 Harbor Blvd.
Belmont, CA 94002
Re: North Coast Science Advisory Team Deliberations on Size and Spacing of Marine Protected
Areas and Habitat Replication Requirements
Dear Mr. Vasques,
I am writing to you as an individual for expediency, but I assure you that the questions I am
posing are on behalf of the governments and concerned community members of the North Coast.
I request that this letter be circulated to all individuals on Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA)
appointed North Coast Science Advisory Team (SAT) and that issues herein be specifically
discussed at their next public meeting. The concerns I will address below are regarding larval
drift theories and spacing requirements, size of MPAs and the need for following replication
guidelines similar to those previously adopted in other regions.
Spacing Guidelines and Larval Drift
The lengthy theoretical discussion of larval drift at your Eureka December 17 SAT meeting had
absolutely no foundation. As pointed out by one of the SAT members, the currents of the North
Coast are strong and unique and the linear distance model has no basis here. Figure 1 is
CenCOOS oceanographic data from between Shelter Cove and Point Arena showing a large
circular current or gyre. Gyres are fairly stable features that oscillate and can shift somewhat
seasonally. Longshore currents along much of the length of the North Coast reverse from
southerly to northerly with seasons. Ekman spirals also develop seasonally that can cause larvae
to be moved perpendicular to the coast (Hilborn et al. 2006).
I question other more fundamental assumptions regarding the larval drift model: 1) that larvae
must land in an MPA to recruit or 2) that there must be an MPA for larvae to be generated; both
assumptions are unmet. For the sake of discussion, let us consider a larvae drifting north linearly
from an MPA sited south of the Mattole River. If it were to settle near Cape Mendocino and
successfully recruit to the juvenile fish stage, under current fishing pressure it would not likely
be harvested until after it spawned, possibly several times. Also, millions of larvae are currently
generated along our wild coast without benefit of MPAs, which undermines the corollary
assumption. We believe that the statement of Hilborn et al. (2006) that “there is now no evidence
that current fishing practices upset the ‘natural’ biological diversity of the marine ecosystem”
applies to the North Coast region.

Figure 1. Surface current data (shown as arrows) from the Central Coast Ocean Observatory System
(CenCOOS) between Pt. Arena and Shelter Cover show a large gyre or circular pattern in currents that tends
to concentrate productivity.

MPA Size Guidelines Used Previously Not Appropriate for North Coast
I strongly favor the arguments of Dr. Ray Hilborn, Professor of Fisheries at the University of
Washington, and Hilborn et al. (2006) provide the following insight regarding the size and
spacing of MPAs under the California MLPAI:
“The MLPA statute provided no explicit guidance to address the ‘SLOSS’ (single large
or several small) MPA debate, but suggested that decisions on size and placement be
made by a master plan team and regulatory agencies, with the involvement of
stakeholders. The science guidance provided by the MLPA Initiative Science Advisory
Team (SAT) clearly favored the SS (several small) approach in its interpretation of the
law. The SAT advice produced a very extensive network of MPAs in each of the MPA
network proposals, with a heavy emphasis on nearshore rocky habitat protected in marine
reserves.”
We in the North Coast region prefer fewer large MPAs and believe they are more likely to
achieve the conservation objectives of the MLPA. Small preserves would not succeed in
protecting fish populations because of migration of adults out of the MPA and fishing edge
effects. Effort shift further complicates impact analysis and needs consideration. There may be a
few North Coast areas of special biological significance that should be protected at a smaller
scale, but a few well placed large preserves away from ports along remote sections of our coast
will serve all aspects of the MLPA mission better than numerous small preserves; and it protects
our economy and way of life.

Hilborn et al. (2006) noted that previous SATs had “failed to consider the ecosystem benefits of
existing fishery management and failed to integrate existing fishery regulations and restrictions
into its MPA size and spacing guidelines and analysis of MPA proposals.” North Coast MPAs
need to be considered in conjunction with the Rockfish Conservation Area (RCA). That is, if
large preserves run out to the 3 mile limit of State waters, conservation benefits of closure to
rockfish take from the 120 foot contour depth line to the 200 mile limit of the U.S. waters protect
needs to be considered. Therefore, all conservation needs for water depths greater than 120 feet
are already covered by the existing RCA and there is no other activity that jeopardizes the natural
balance in waters of those depths. We hope the North Coast SAT will be open to this argument
because the RCA closure is based on species that have rebuilding programs that span several
decades into the future. Future adaptive management studies could help decide whether more
protection is needed after RCAs are discontinued.
Replication of Habitat Requirements
If North Coast residents come up with a workable strategy for fewer large conservation areas,
then the area of habitat types protected should be the criteria for judgment of sufficiency, not that
habitats have to be in numerous small preserves. The SAT seemed perplexed on December 17
about the possibility of allowing most significant protection to occur in fewer, larger MPAs. I do
not think that the theoretical basis of the need for replication can be validated and hope the SAT
will also reconsider this convention and its requirement for application on the North Coast.
The SAT process as manifest in your recent Eureka meeting gave me concern because of the
pressure to adopt previously formulated guidelines rapidly, but I was relieved that size and
spacing decision were delayed. The MLPA has been a major source of controversy and angst in
our community, but it has caused us to focus on nearshore ocean conservation needs. We think
we will meet these needs through the reserve design we will offer as an External MPA Array
proposal. We will provide a scientific framework and a workable plan founded on local
knowledge and data and hope the SAT will not constrain itself arbitrarily in judging it.
In the event that we feel there are fatal scientific flaws in the adopted North Coast SAT
guidelines, and their imposition may create unknown biological consequences and potentially
substantial economic harm, you can expect the North Coast region to challenge the outcome by
every means possible.
Sincerely,

Patrick Higgins

Hilborn, R., R. Parrish, and C. Walters. 2006. Peer review of California Marine Life Protection
Act (MLPA) Science Advice and MPA Network Proposals. May 25, 2006. Prepared for the
California Fisheries Coalition, 1621 B Thirteenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814. 65 p.

From: Larry Knowles
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 12:23 PM
To: MLPAComments
Subject: Need for Fort Bragg SAT and BRTF meetings

To Whom it May Concern,
We notice that all the meetings for the BRTF and the SAT are in cities to the north.
Please plan at least half of the meetings for Fort Bragg from now on. We are a large
constituency and seem to be the ones to constantly travel to Crescent City and Eureka.
Thank you,
Regards, Larry Knowles
Owner, Rising Tide Sea Vegetables

From: SAL
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 11:53 AM
To: MLPAComments
Subject: CMLPAI

I feel that the united states government has played out a great roll of maintaining our
beautiful California coast. Now that the damage is done we the first people of this great
state of California “Native Americans” will have to endure once again the price of government
neglect of our coastal waters. It’s time to put a stop to commercial investment and only
permit those who are willing to harvest what’s needed for themselves or family, just as my
ancestors have done for before 1692. Change is in the amount of what one can harvest. Who
the hell needs 100lbs of seaweed, 32 abalone, 100lbs of kelp , and 60lbs of fish during open
season. It should available in these amounts for native American tribes for ceremonial
gatherings but not just one person. And do away with commercial investors. This is what
will save our coast. We don’t need break the bank scientist just some common sense. I
wish my ancestors before me had the chance to have had their knowledge of stewardship
documented and to be pass on for other generation to carry out. But instead we have
scientist reinventing the wheel.
Native Pride
Potter Valley Tribe

From: Mark Nicks
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2010 9:00 AM
To: MLPAComments
Subject: individual fisheries evaluation
Dear sirs, As it appears a comprehensive evaluation must have been done on the salmon
fisheries to allow for fishing between Caspar and Mendocino, where is the data on the other
fisheries? What conclusions have been reached to warrant more closures for the sea urchin
fisheries? What conclusions have been drawn about the health of all the already closed areas in
and around Caspar? What has been the impact of the Laura Bennett-Rogers outplanting of
diseased abalone in Van Damn and Tomales,etc., (we are well aware of the Southern cal
impact)?
Has the Sierra Club submitted data to quantify their opinion, or is it just an agenda, and isn"t
worth the paper it is written on? Why has the dept of fish and game abrogated their jurisdiction
on marine issues to Julie Packard and her underlings?
At the SAT meetings in Santa Barbara alot of incorrect information about the economic impact
along the North Coast was presented,( ie that a salmon fishing ban would have only a minor
impact on the local economies, which after speaking to many of the local store owners , members
of the chamber of commerce, explained in clear concise dollars and sense figures, that it was a
major impact. that the fisheries had already been closed long enough to do a real evaluation of
that particular closure had not even been taken into account. there dollar figures were not even
1/3 of the actual impact on the economy.
I , to the best of my abilities, have been civil and concise in my questions. After at least 6 or 7
attempts to ask pertinent questions at the SAT and BRT forums, I have been thanked profusely
for asking questions, and , yet not one answer.
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING AND ANSWERING,
29 year sea urchin diver

